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My brief comments on Mr. Cronauer's comprehensive constitutional assault on the Fairness Doctrine center on two points: (1) too little attention is paid to the relationship between the doctrine and the public trustee concept; and (2) policy considerations pertinent to that concept should be determinative of the fairness dispute.

THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE CONCEPT

The Supreme Court has several times set out the rationale for the governmental regulatory regime for broadcasting. Radio is inherently not open to all. More people want to broadcast than there are available frequencies, and the government, therefore, chooses one entity, and—to prevent engineering chaos—enjoins all others from using the frequency. This scarcity—based not on the number of broadcast outlets or a comparison of those outlets with other media, but on the number of those who seek broadcast outlets compared to the number of frequencies available—is the "unique characteristic" of radio that supports its regulatory scheme. It is undisputed that this same scarcity—more people wanting to broadcast than there are available frequencies—exists today.

In conferring these scarce privileges, the government could have required licensees to operate as common carriers. Or, as Mr. Justice White pointed out in Red Lion:

Rather than confer frequency monopolies on a relatively small number of licensees, in a Nation of 200,000,000, the Government surely could have decreed that each frequency should be shared among all or some of those who wish to use it, each being assigned a portion of the broadcast day or the broadcast week.

* Communications Fellow, The Markle Foundation.


The government instead decided upon a public interest licensing scheme. The broadcaster pays no money for this scarce privilege. But it receives no property right in the frequency—“no right to an unconditional monopoly of a scarce resource which the Government has denied others the right to use.” Rather, to protect the First Amendment rights of others, the broadcaster receives only a short term license and volunteers to serve the public interest—to be a “fiduciary” for its community.

The Fairness Doctrine is an integral and inevitable facet of this public trustee obligation. A licensee must devote reasonable time to discussion of controversial issues of public importance if it is to serve the public interest and must do so fairly by affording a reasonable opportunity for conflicting views. Otherwise, rather than being fiduciaries for their communities, “station owners and a few networks would have unfettered power to make time available only to the highest bidders, to communicate only their own views on public issues, people and candidates, and to permit on the air only those with whom they agreed.”

The leading case graphically points this out. The licensee, WLBT-TV, Jackson, Mississippi, vigorously espoused only the segregationist point of view and presented only the White Citizens Council, never the NAACP. The court of appeals held that compliance with the Fairness Doctrine is the “sine qua non” of every broadcast licensee, and that unlike a newspaper, a broadcast station “is a public trust subject to termination for breach of duty.” Without the Fairness Doctrine, a broadcaster could assert to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC or Commission) at renewal, “I am a racist and agree only with that viewpoint, so that is all that I will present,” and the agency would have to renew that broadcaster’s license—the antithesis of a public trustee—as serving the public interest.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE

Mr. Cronauer is thus attacking the constitutionality of not only the Fairness Doctrine but of the entire public trustee concept. Since that concept interferes with editorial autonomy by requiring equal opportunities for candidates (which the Court held to be indistinguishable from fairness
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“in terms of constitutional principles”)\(^9\) or community-issue oriented programming, the entire regulatory scheme is rendered nugatory. But this flies in the face of \textit{Red Lion}, where the Court squarely upheld the constitutionality of the public trustee concept and fairness. Recently in the case \textit{Metro Broadcasting}, the Supreme Court again cited and relied upon the public trustee concept and all its underpinnings.\(^{10}\)

It is argued that there is now a veritable explosion of broadcast services. But there are still many more people who want to broadcast than available frequencies. Further, the argument ignores the critical fact that \textit{Red Lion} was a radio case. In 1969 there were roughly 6900 radio stations; today there are over 11,500.\(^{11}\) It cannot be seriously asserted that the doctrine is constitutional at 7000 stations but unconstitutional at 11,500.

The argument that the doctrine chills rather than promotes debate has been vigorously disputed by congressional committee reports,\(^{12}\) and has never been sustained in court review.\(^{13}\) In any event, the Commission should implement the doctrine in a way that eliminates or markedly reduces any limited chilling effects and still accomplishes the governmental interest—that the broadcaster act as a public fiduciary.\(^{14}\) The Commission, therefore, should not act on a case-by-case basis to determine fairness as to each complaint; it is then not implementing the doctrine in a fashion narrowly tailored to the goal. The goal is not to effect perfect fairness on every issue covered by a licensee; that entails a deep intrusion into daily editorial decisions, contrary to \textit{CBS, Inc. v. Democratic National Committee}.\(^{15}\) Rather, the essential goal is to assure that overall the licensee acts consistently with its public fiduciary responsibility, so that WLBT-TV situations are remedied. In order to allow maximum breathing room for robust, wide-open debate, the FCC should review fairness matters at
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renewal only under a *New York Times Co. v. Sullivan* standard,\textsuperscript{17} determining whether the licensee has acted with malice in this area (i.e., deliberately violating the Fairness Doctrine as established by independent extrinsic evidence or a pattern of acting in reckless disregard of the doctrine.)\textsuperscript{18}

Mr. Cronauer argues for elimination of the Fairness Doctrine on constitutional grounds. While I have disputed those grounds, I also would eliminate the doctrine, but on policy grounds. As shown, it is an integral part of the public trustee concept, and that concept has failed as a matter of policy.

The commercial broadcaster faces strong competitive pressures. Presentation of public service programming generally garners smaller audiences and thus is not as profitable to the commercial broadcaster. If the broadcaster is to forego maximizing its profit, there must be objective, effective regulations requiring public service programming from all licensees (e.g., regulation requiring a reasonable amount of local or informational programming—including for children—during the time periods 6 a.m. to midnight and in prime time). The situation here is no different from that as to pollution controls. The competitive industry structure does not assure against pollution of the air or water; only clear regulation, applicable reasonably and fairly to all, can accomplish that.

The FCC, however, has never adopted objective, effective standards of public service for broadcasting. On the contrary, it has specifically rejected such an approach and deliberately followed vague standards.\textsuperscript{19} Today the FCC receives no programming information when it grants an initial license.\textsuperscript{20} As a result of the FCC's 1981 Radio Deregulation\textsuperscript{21} and 1984 Television Deregulation proceedings,\textsuperscript{22} the Commission renews all
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broadcast licenses with only a postcard before it and thus has no knowledge of public service activities, with one exception. It places "near total reliance" on the public to bring to its attention inadequate performance. Such reliance misplaces FCC responsibility; the public is not motivated to inspect station records of public service. The FCC initially promised random audits of stations, but never conducted a single one. It then did away with even this aspect of regulation, contending the marketplace was working. It has never monitored the results of its deregulatory actions. Its comparative hearing process is in shambles, and its comparative renewal effort has been a total failure.

It makes no sense to try to impose effective, behavioral regulation for the first time in this decade when conventional television faces such fierce and increasing competition, and viewership is declining rather than growing. It would be much sounder to truly deregulate broadcasting by eliminating the public trustee requirement and in its place substituting a reasonable spectrum fee imposed on existing stations (and an auction for all new frequency assignments), with the sums so obtained dedicated to public telecommunications (noncommercial operations on conventional broadcasting, cable, DBS, VCR, etc.).

The spectrum usage fee, based on a percentage of gross revenue, can be established by Congress at a reasonable figure without disrupting the industry (e.g., 1 percent for radio; 2 or 3 percent for television). Those figures today would net roughly $90 million in radio and $500 to $800 million in television. The fee could be the subject of a long-term contract (e.g., 15 years) between the FCC and the broadcaster, so that it is not subject to the vagaries of government policy changes toward the media.

For the first time, we would have a structure that works to accomplish explicit policy goals. The commercial system would continue to do what it already does—deliver a great variety of entertainment and news-type programs. The noncommercial system would have the funds to accomplish
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its goals—to supply needed public service such as educational programming for children, cultural fare, minority presentations, and in-depth informational programs. The current First Amendment strains would be eliminated. For only by ending the public interest licensing scheme can broadcast journalists be placed on the same footing as their print counterparts. Removing the Fairness Doctrine would not accomplish this, since an administration intending to chill opposition would not seek to skew fairness rulings, which are subject to searching judicial scrutiny, but would try to manipulate the public trustee process, such as in the comparative renewal area.\textsuperscript{29}

By acting in this fashion, Congress would be adopting essentially the print model for broadcasting (thus very largely removing the present First Amendment strains), would be ending the asymmetric regulation of broadcast and cable (the viewer makes no distinction between the two), and would rationalize the public interest goals for this sector by directly promoting and thus obtaining public service.

The broadcasters would oppose this revision. They like being called public trustees as long as the concept is never really enforced, and they would certainly oppose any spectrum fee, no matter what the First Amendment gains may be. The bottom line for them is the bottom line. They have great clout with Congress, and it will be an uphill battle, to say the least, to obtain the needed reform. In the end, the driving forces of technology and the market will eventually sweep away this ineffectual regulatory scheme, but it may take a decade or more to accomplish this and to end the present regulatory charade.\textsuperscript{30}


\textsuperscript{30.} For a more complete discussion of this reform, see Henry Geller, Broadcasting, in I NEW DIRECTIONS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY 125 (Paula R. Newberg ed., 1989).